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ABSTRACT: This paper proposes a new Information Retrieval Model based on possibilistic Bayesian network. This model
encodes the most important dependence relationships existing between terms. It focuses on local dependencies between
terms within each document. The relevance of a document to a query is interpreted by two degrees: the necessity and the
possibility. The necessity degree evaluates the extent to which a given document is relevant to a query, whereas the possibility
degree evaluates the reasons of eliminating irrelevant documents. These two measures are also used for quantifying terms-
terms links and terms-documents links. Experiments carried out on three standard collections have proven the efficiency of
the proposed model.
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1. Introduction

The field of information retrieval (IR) has been defined by Salton [2] as the subject concerned with the representation, storage,
organization, and accessing of information items. In an information retrieval system (IRS) the tasks of indexing and retrieval of
documents are performed by a component called Information retrieval model.  In this paper we mainly focus our attention on
information retrieval model that breaks the independence assumption between terms used to index the documents. These models use
Bayesian networks to make an explicit representation of these dependence relationships.

Generally most Bayesian network based information retrieval models suffer from two drawbacks. (1) They do not consider inside
document terms dependencies relationships. In fact they use a formula that analyses term’s co-occurrence between each pair of terms
in the whole collection of documents to quantify the degree to which tow terms are considered as dependant.  This leads to a great
number of linked terms and to weak values of dependencies. To overcome this problem we propose to make within document terms
dependency analyses. Our idea is to link tow term nodes only if they are dependant inside one or many documents. (2) They do
not take into account uncertainty inherent to natural language. In fact they make use of statistical measures to select terms that
are able to represent documents, to quantify the strength of term dependence relationships and to select document that matches
user’s queries. These measures cannot express to witch extent one term can represent one document, to witch extent two terms
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are dependant or to witch extent one document matches a user query. To overcome this problem we propose to use the
possibility theory to quantify these three measures.

This paper provides a new Possibilistic Bayesian Network Retrieval Model (PBNRM). It uses an inside document analyse to
extract term to term dependence relationships and uses possibility theory to quantify the importance of one term to one
document, the strength of a link between two terms and the degree to which one document matches one user query.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly present different approaches to IR using Bayesian networks and
possibility theory. In section 3 we describe in detail the proposed model. Section 4 shows experiments carried out on the TREC
collection. The latter section 5 presents conclusions and future work.

2. Bayesian network models for IR

Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs (DAG) where nodes represent random variables and links qualitatively denote
causality, relevance or dependency relationships between them. The dependence relationships between variables are described
quantitatively by conditional probability tables (CPT) associated with each node. A CPT describes the conditional probability
distribution of its corresponding variable given the possible combinations of states of all its parents.

Bayesian network can be considered as an efficient representation of a joint probability distribution that takes into account the
set of independence relationships represented in the graphical component of the model. In general terms, given a set of variables
{X1… Xn} and a Bayesian network G, the joint probability distribution in terms of local conditional probabilities is obtained as
follows:

P (X1,…, Xn) = ∏
i = 1

n
P (Xi | Part (Xi ))

Where part (Xi ) is any combination of the values of parent set of  Xi, in graph [4].

Many information retrieval models based on Bayesian network have been proposed in the literature [3], [5], [6], [7], [9], [11], [13],
[14].  Two of these models take into account dependence relationships between term nodes. The first one was proposed by [7].
It is composed of two layers: the term layer and the document layer. In the first layer, term to term dependence relationships are
represented by means of a polytree. The second layer stores all the documents from the collection as in figure 1. The query is
considered as evidence that should be introduced into the system.

Figure 1. The Bayesian network retrieval model
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The second one was proposed by [14]. This model is also composed of two layers but all the edges between terms are undirected
as in figure 2. This is the main difference between this model and the first one.
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Figure 2. Probabilistic network retrieval model (PNRM)

These two models don’t look for terms dependence relationships within documents and they ignore uncertainty inherent to
natural language.

Another different IRM was recently proposed by [8]. Although it uses a possibilistic quantification of relevance of documents
to user’s query, it is based on the assumption of independence between term nodes.

3. Possibilistic Bayesian Information Retrieval model (PBNIRM)

In this model we propose a possibilistic network, where term to term/document dependence relationships are quantified by
possibility and necessity measures. We propose also to use the possibilistic approach proposed by [8] to compute the degree
of relevance of one document dj to a user query Q. This model should be able to infer propositions like:

• It is more or less plausible (to a certain degree) that the document is relevant for the user need which is quantified by a degree
of conditional possibility denoted by ∏ (dj  | Q).

• It is almost certain (in possibilistic sense) that the document is relevant to the query; which is quantified by a degree of conditional
necessity denoted by N (dj | Q).

A low value of  ∏ (dj | Q) is meant to eliminate irrelevant documents (weak plausibility). If  ∏ (dj | Q) = 0 it is certain that document dj
is not relevant to query Q. However ∏(dj | Q) =1does not imply that the document is relevant. It means only that nothing prevents the
document from being relevant. The second evaluation focuses attention on what looks very relevant. Under a possibilistic approach,
given the query, we are thus interested in retrieving necessarily relevant documents; or at least possibly relevant ones if there is none
of the first kind.

In this model most important term to term dependence relationships are extracted by a within document investigation. This fact shall
represent the first difference between our model and previous ones.

In order to present the PBNIRM, we shall first describe how we can determine the structure of the model; then we will present the
assessment of the conditional distributions; and finally, we shall consider how the inference process is carried out.

3.1 Structure of the model
The structure of the model is composed of two layers: term layer and document layer. The first layer contains the set of terms T
= {Ti , i =1… M } with M being the number of terms used to index the collection.  The domain of an index term node Ti , is {ti ,ti}.
Ti = ti refers to the presence of a term in a document and thus it is representative of the document to a certain degree. A non
representative term, denoted by ti is a term absent from (or not important in) the object.

Document layer contains the set of documents D = {Di , j = 1 ... N }, N being the total number of documents. The domain of a

−

−
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document node Dj is  {di , di}. Dj = dj (resp dj) means that a document is relevant query or not.

Arcs are directed from index term nodes to document node defining dependence relationships existing between index terms and
documents. The query terms plays the role of evidence to propagate in the network. Terms appearing in a given user query are
activated in the term layer and then propagated in the Bayesian network.

In this paper we propose to represent term to term dependence relationship by means of a polytree. The proposed network
architecture, whose topology borrows from [7] model, appears in figure 1.

3.2 Structure construction
In our model, the term layer will be created using a polytree learning algorithm composed of three main steps detailed in the following.

3.2.1 Construction of the list of the most important dependencies
Considering the large number of terms involved in a given document collection, mining all dependence relationships is infeasible. We
propose to keep in our model only the most important terms dependence relationships.  The basic idea is to consider two terms as
dependent if they exist together within one or many documents. To put this idea in practice we propose an algorithm (figure 3) that
investigate the collection of documents document by document, create a list of dependence relationships form each document and
keep only the dependence relationships that are frequent in one or in many documents.

To quantify the dependence relationship between two terms ti and tj within one document dk we propose to use the following formula:

Depd    (ti ,tj ) =k

tfijk
max(tfijl )
dl∈D

Here
tfijk  = min (tfi , tfj )dk

is the measure of the frequency value of the co-occurrence of the terms ti  and tj in the document dk.

max (tfijl )
dl∈D

is the max between the term frequency (tfj ) of the terme ti and the term frequency (tfj ) of the term tj in the document

collection.

Two complementary possibilistic measures are used to quantify the dependence relationships in the whole document collection:
the possibility of dependence and the necessity of dependence. The possibility of dependence Depposs(ti  ,tj) describes to witch
extent two index terms ti and tj are possibly dependent in the document collection. We assume that two terms are possibly
dependent if they have a height value of co-occurrence in many documents.

Depposs(ti ,tj) =

Depd  (ti ,tj) if  Depposs       (ti ,tj) = 0
k n - 1

(n -1) × Depposs         (ti ,tj ) + Depd  (ti ,tj )n - 1 k

n
otherwise

Depposs(ti ,tj) is the final dependence measure of two terms ti and tj.

The necessity of dependence Depposs(ti , tj) describe to witch extent two index terms ti and  tj are necessarily (surely) dependent.
We assume that two terms are necessarily dependent if they co-occur in many documents.

Depposs(ti ,tj) =
Ln(nijk )

max (Ln (ni), Ln(nj))
× Depposs  (ti , tj )

Where

(3)

(2)

(4)

(5)

− −
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nij is the number of documents where  ti and tj  exist  together.

ni : is the document frequency of ti .

nj : is the document frequency of tj.

1. Start with an empty List L of dependency relationships.
2. For each document in the docucument collection
     Compute dependence relationships value using  Equation (2)
          If (it’s the first document) then
               Add the most important dependence relationship to L
          else
               Update L using Equation (4)
          Return L.

Figure 3. Algorithm that extract the most important
      dependence relationships between terms

3.2. 2 Construction of the tree skeleton
If we assume that the computed dependency values are link weights in a graph, we can use the Prim’s algorithm [10] to gets a maximum
weight spanning tree (MWST), i.e. a tree where the sum of the weights of its links is maximum.

3.2.3 Orientation of the edges in the tree to make up a polytree
Once the skeleton is built, the last part of the learning algorithm deals with the orientation of the tree, getting as a result a
polytree. In a head to head pattern Ti →Tk ← Tj, the instantiation of the head to head node Tk should normally increase the
degree of dependency between Ti and Tj, whereas in a non-head to head pattern such as Ti →Tk ← Tj, the instantiation of the
middle node Tk should produce the opposite effect, decreasing the degree of dependency between Ti and Tj.

So, we compare the degree of dependency between Ti and Tj after the instantiation of Tk , Dep (Ti ,Tj |Tk ), with the degree of
dependency between Ti and Tj before the instantiation of Tk , Dep (Ti ,Tj|Φ ), and direct the edges toward Tk if the former is greater
than the latter. Finally, the algorithm directs the remaining edges without introducing new head to head connections.

To compute Dep( Ti , Tj | Tk ), we also propose to use two possibilistic measures: the possibility of dependence
Depposs(ti , tj , tk ) and the necessity of dependence Depness(ti , tj , tk ) as follow :

Depposs(ti , tk , tk ) = 2

Depposs(ti ,tk ) + Depposs(tj ,tk )

Depness(ti ,tj ,tk ) =
Depness(ti ,tk ) + Depness(tj ,tk )

2

Once the polytree has been learned, the last step to finish the retrieval model construction is to join each term node with its
corresponding document node.

3.3 Parameters estimation
The next step after the creation of the structure of the bayesian network is to estimate the set of conditional possibility and necessity
distributions. In our model we have three kinds of nodes: root term nodes, non root term nodes and leaf (document) nodes.

3.3.1 Root term nodes

(6)

(7)
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Since a root node have no parents, we have to store the morginal possiblity of relevance ∏(ti) (respect the marginal necessity of
relevance N(ti)) and the marginal possiblity of being non-relevant,  ∏(ti) (respect the marginal necessity of being non-relevant
N(ti)) defined by means of:

_

∏(ti) = 1 = ∏(ti)

N (ti) =
(
Ln (N)

ni

NLn )
and N (ti) = 0

With N being the number of document in the collection and ni the number of document having ti as index term.

3.3.2 Non-root term nodes
In this case, for each non-root term node Ti , with parents Par (Ti ) we need to estimate a set of conditional possibility
distributions ∏ (Ti  |Par(Ti )) (respect conditional necessity distributions N (Ti  | Par (Ti ))), one for each possible combination of
values that the parents of a node Ti can have. In our model this estimation is based on the Noisy-OR model, commonly used in
probabilistic networks [1].

Given a term Ti  having a set of parent terms, let Θ be the set of possible configurations θ of parent nodes of Ti  and θj is the
instantiation of only one term variable Tj in configuration θ. For instance if the node Ti  is related to nodes {T’1 and T’2}:

Θ = {(t’1, t’2), (t’1, t’2), (t’1, t’2), (t’1, t’2)}

instence θj in the configuration θ = (t’1, t’2), is θ1 = (t’1, t’2)

For a node term ti having n parents, every cause T’j has a possibility Pj and a necessity nj to be good enough to produce the
effect in the case of absence of other causes.

Pj  =  ∏ (ti | t’1, t’2,...,t’j ,...t’n -1, t’n ) = ∏ (ti | θj )

nj  =  N (ti | t’1, t’2,...,t’j ,...t’n -1, t’n ) = N (ti | θj )

The conditional possibility of a node term ti given a configuration θ of his parents is computed by

∏ (ti | θ ) = 1 -  ∏     (1 - Pj )θj ∈ θ

∏ (ti | θ ) = 1 -  ∏     (1 - Pj )
θj ∈ θ

_

The conditional necessity of a node term ti given a configuration θ of his parents is computed by:

N (ti | θ ) = 1 -  ∏     (1 - nj )
θj ∈ θ

N (ti | θ ) = 1 -  ∏     (1 - nj )
θj ∈ θ

_

3.3.3 Document nodes
In this case, for each document node di , with a set of parents Par (di) we need to estimate a set of conditional possibility distributions
∏ (di | Par (di )) (respect conditional necessity distributions N (di | Par (di))), one for each possible combination of values that the

(9)

(8)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

−
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parents can have. Here Par (di) is set of term nodes used to index the document dj.

In order to avoid the complexity of estimation due to the large number of terms by witch a document can be indexed, we have adapted
the probability functions proposed by [7] to a possibility and necessity functions applicable in our case.

In the inference process, the possibility and necessity functions will compute the required conditional possibility and necessity values
just at the moment when they are needed.

3.3.4 The retrieval engine: inference in the Possibilistic Bayesian Network Retrieval Model
Once the Bayesian network has been built, it can be used to retrieve documents that are relevant to a user query using the inference
process. The last aim is to obtain two kinds of relevance measure for each document in the collection given a query: the necessity of
relevance N (Dj | Q) and the possibility of relevance ∏ (Dj | Q). The terms in a user query plays the role of a new piece of evidence
provided to the system. This information will be propagated toward the document nodes, finally obtaining relevant document. The
retrieved documents ranked first are necessarily relevant documents and then possibly relevant document.

Taking into account the number of nodes in our Bayesian network and the fact that it contains cycles and nodes with a great number
of parents, general purpose inference algorithms cannot be applied due to efficiency considerations, even for small document
collections. Therefore, we ought to look for a solution to carry out the inference in an acceptable time. Our proposal for solving
this problem has been proposed by [7] named Propagation + Evaluation, and consists of a two-stage approximate propagation:

3.3.4.1 Exact propagation in the term layer, obtaining
∏ (ti | Q), ∀ Ti  and N (ti | Q), ∀ Ti .

Bearing in mind that the evidences will always be term nodes composing the query, we could use Fonc’s propagation algorithm [12] in
order to obtain the posterior possibility and necessity of each term node.

3.3.4.2 Evaluation of a possibility and necessity functions in the document nodes
We have to compute ∏ (di | Q) and N (di |Q) for every document di in the collection of documents using the posterior possibilities
and necessities obtained in the previous stage.

The computation of ∏ (di | Q) and N (di | Q) can be carried out as follows:

∏ (di | Q) =

min            (vkQ)
∀dk∈D|vkQ>0

vjQ

N (di | Q) =

min          (wkQ)
∀dk∈D|wkQ>0

wjQ
Here

vjQ =
ti∈dj|π (ti |Q)>0

∏      ntfij  .π (ti | Q)

njQ

wjQ =
ti∈dj|N(ti|Q)>0

∏     Φij .N (ti | Q)

njQ
where

nftij=
tfij

max   (tfik)tk∈dj

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

And
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Here, njQ is the number of terms shared by the document dj and the query Q, N  is the number of document in the collection, ni is
the number of document having the term ti as index term and tfij is the frequency of the term  ti in the document dj.

Φij  is the necessity measure of relevance of a given term ti to a document dj and ntfij is the possibility measure of relevance of
given term ti to a document dj.

4. Measuring the performance of the model: experiments and results

Several experiments have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed model.

We have applied the PBNIRM to three well-known test document collections: ADI, CACM, and CRANFIELD. The main characteristics
of these collections with respect to the number of documents, terms and queries are shown in Table 1.

Collection Documents Terms Queries
ADI        82   828    35
CRANFIELDS      1398  3857   225

CACM      3204  7562    64

Table  1. characteristics of document collections used
        for implementation  of The Proposed  model

For the ADI collection, our model is compared with two other models for information retrieval, including BNRM model [7] and PNRM
model [8]. For the two other collections, our model is compared only to PNRM.

The model’s comparison is based on recall and precision estimates [2]. The first measures the ability of the IR system to present
all the relevant documents (recall = number of relevant documents retrieved/number of relevant documents). The second,
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Figure 4. 11-point average precision curves for ADI document collection

Φij = In (N)
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ni × ntfij
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precision, measures its ability to present only the relevant documents (precision = number of relevant documents retrieved/
number of documents retrieved). In our case, models are compared using 11-point average precision [15]. For the ADI document
collection, comparison result is depicted on figure 4. It is clear that our model outperform the two other models from the beginning until
the 0.8 point of recall. After that the BNRM model shows a better performance.

For the CACM and CRANFIELDS document collections, the performance of our model is only compared to the PNRM performance.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows the results of these comparisons. For the both collections, the curves shows that our model
outperform PNRM model.
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Figure 5 . 11-point average precision curves for CACM document collection
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Figure 6. 1 : 11-point average precision curves for CRANFIELDS document collection

5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have presented a new information retrieval model that mix the Bayesian network representation of document
collection with a possibilistic quantification of  both relevance and dependence relationships measures.

The first objective of this model was to focus only on the most important dependence relationships between terms. For that we have
developed an algorithm that looks for dependence relationships within documents. Our second objective was to take into account
fuzziness inherent to natural language. For that we have proposed a set of possibilistic formula to compute the necessity and
possibility measures for both relevance of documents to user’s queries and dependence relationships between index terms.
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The performance of the proposed model was compared to the performance of two existing models. Primary experimental results
showed that it outperform other models on three document collections. Despite these fact, we steel have to do more experiments on
other document collections to be able to conclude about the performance of our model.

Another of our future lines of research that we are considering is to develop new mechanisms to extract term dependence
relationships based on semantic analysis of documents.
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